Babushka Egg Mini-Question #10, Part 2

Shalom and Good-bye, Part 2
Babushka eggs concept books and associated research pearls discovered a lot of new science
facts that highlighted God's Plan for Mankind not allowed or preached in churches. Most
Christian theologians are stuck in questionable dogmas of many biased denomination from the
Middle Ages. Thus no wonder rejected Babushka egg concepts as heresy denied in Prophecy
Summits. Being scantly educated in science is poorly informed about the realty of a forthcoming
Apocalypse to save mankind again. Unbelief will misunderstand God’s plan only to repeat
Noah’s civilization and perish. Why not trust what Yeshua-Jesus said?
The Creator ELOHIM sent another Jonah-II into the global town square, but he had to overcome
two obstacles because the time has arrived once more for God’s Wrath to end in absolute Evil.
Two major hurdles prevented recognition of God’s Plan for Mankind. First, theorized, false
Christian dogmas fueled by greed, linked to a corrupted IRS rule, took away the freedom to
speak the truth, which was still guaranteed by the American Constitution. The other obstruction
suppressed a lot of true forgotten science in global universities teaching fairy tales that caused a
generation easily to be brainwashed in lies. Thus, we became totally ignorant of collected
knowledge that I still remembered from the 8th grade. It silenced truth for 100 years replaced with
falsified deception. By God’s grace, I survived Hitler’s Germany with enough education to
become an inventor-scientist. In retirement I gathered forgotten evidences of censored science
facts linked to suppressed historic witnesses for ten years to prove the justification. I even dated
God’s Wrath forbidden in church. But I collected forbidden information now used in exploring
a divine creation. Professionally educated in advanced research, I could understand better the
laws of nature linked to the Torah-Bible, which expanded my knowledge horizons to better
comprehend the Plan for Mankind.
Only Babushka concept eggs highlighted God's Kingdom on earth with collected evidence of
many historic witness facts to prove the justification of God’s Wrath from a science and political
perspective. The foretold coming divine Kingdom will be governed totally different. Mankind
was created to fulfill a two stage purpose to live on this earth with individual rights to happiness
and given the fundamental right to life and existence, the freedom of thoughts and conscience,
the right of religious expression to chose good and to defend against evil.
It is summed up: honor the Creator and in the Second Commandments given to mankind to love
your neighbor as yourself. It required to be a good steward of our earth the only place where life
could exist in the universe and honor nature designed to give all what we need.
But from day one since Adam mankind has not helped to self-sustain nature exploited the
resources of mother earth and has raped her destroying life and food for the next generation. It
violated the other commandments to steal and raid a neighborhood and kill its leadership to gain
wealth. A fallen humanity got used to wars to enslave their children and destroy what they
labored for. New cultures and nation emerged still rejecting what is good, while choosing evil
confirmed their excess greed, thus serving Lucifer, worse opposing and blaming the Creator.
Check the result of capitalism and social-communism: both are evil in God’s sight robbing their
neighbor and enslaving their children. They set up evil systems ruled by autocrats of many
names to enforce their crimes only to destroy this earth and every gift nature provided. They built
themselves big houses and government buildings plated gold on the walls stolen from those they
enslaved and created an open detention camp of inhuman living conditions. Those not
complying are put in prison, tortured and killed for not obeying their rules.
However, God is watching his creation. When evil has reached the limit of his tolerance will
respond with his Wrath like Sodom and Gomorrah to save the rest of man to start over again.
That arrangement was preserved for 6000 years in a Bible-Torah book to record the history of
mankind for the next generation to show the outcome when the rules of life are violated and
willfully destroying the environment impacting nature to cause absolute evil - Life extinction.
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As a child, I used to watch caterpillars to emerge as a butterfly from the cocoon to understand
nature. They are no longer around as worldwide Free Energy is forbidding accordingly caused
the destruction of the environment denying the Laws of Nature, like cutting off the branch they
sit on which has consequences watch the next year prophesied, ignoring the other side of the
equation. Mankind’s history was foretold in advance to arrive again at the juncture to experience
once more God’s Wrath to stop evil for the next generation. Historically, twice a billion in
population were wiped out, which became absolute evil. They forgot the purpose of God’s
creation believing atheistic evolution fairy tales to become brain-dead only to perish.
However, this time a global world will be governed by a divine instituted system creating new
civilization to be born anew described in the Bible and confirmed by Yeshua. Read the Gospels
and include true science to start a new birth after - 1 Tishri 5778 to give mankind for the first
time a Sabbath rest for 1000 yrs. peace desired by everybody. Notice, the new global world
system is from divine origin designed like a monarchy system to rule with an iron rod needed for
stubborn mankind. Only the Ten Commandment will be worldwide enforced as common law
memorized by every child. God the Creator ELOHIM will be worshiped with great honor. It will
start without money, which is a curse of all evil, soon to be obsoleted, not needed. No prison will
exist as evil is judged within days by righteous judges approved by Yeshua, the King of Kings.
The future judge is above mortality no longer subject to corruption being qualified as a Saint
through the mini-resurrection. They are highly honored having access to the Golden City shown
by the angel after the 7th Trumpet parked near Jerusalem. (Rev. 21:9) Linked to divine
knowledge, they will guarantee global justice on a different level by looking at the intent
embedded invisibly in the mind, deciding for good or evil to be instantly judged with
consequences. Satan is no longer around to tempt for evil. Thus, a verdict is righteous if evil is
found. To damage nature again or cursing the Creator will not be allowed. The divine laws will
protect every person’s liberty and happiness like the American Constitution tried to establish but
failed governed by money colored with innocent blood.
Scripture reveals a big climate change after the second asteroid impact on earth. Perhaps Dactyl a
one-mile stone is the candidate discovered by NASA. The climate became more tropical just like
before Noah’s days melting the permafrost areas around the Northern region for growing food
for a ten times bigger population living in peace. All manmade GMO aberrations have died as
nature is unforgiving reproducing prolific the original species again. Only one language again
will be spoken – Hebrew, but each of the 70 nations will keep their cultural identity expressed in
colorful dresses or dancing like the German Schuhplattler not forgotten living longer again
similar to the previous Genesis patriarchs. Those who pass the test truly will fulfill a promise
elevated to royalty: Let us make men in our image. (Gen. 1:26)
Make sure when you die that you have an eternal life insurance policy from Yeshua-Jesus. Read
what he said before it is too late about being pardoned and invited to live forever in his presence,
discovering that He loved you all along being special. Everybody has heard the name “Jesus”
who proclaimed that He is the divine Son of God and proven by his resurrection seen by 500
witnesses in science and history. Only atheists deny that nature reflect a life duality like a
caterpillar goes into the cocoon to emerge a butterfly, or a seed must die to become a tree. Why
deny the science in your own physical body to witness an invisible mind controlled by an
embedded divine intelligence being linked to the metaphysical domain to express the reality of
LIFE, only explained in the Bible to make you wise.
To be safe, just trust what was written in John’s Gospel 1:1, “In the Beginning was the Word
…” and verse 14, “The Word became flesh” ending in verse 51, “You will see heaven
opened….” On Golgotha there were three crosses. One thief on the side received a promise from
the author of Life, “...today you will be in my kingdom,” which does not need an education. Just
believe Yeshua-Jesus who died for me, who gave all he had because we are precious in his sight.
Read Babushka egg Pearls #270 and #276 could widen Bible knowledge horizons. I am sure it
is over linked to a corrected Hebrew calendar ending at the solstice 2017 (5778).
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